BERKELEY QUESTIONS by Philip Huang (3), _\_\95
1. In economics, utility refers to one's overall satisfaction with a good. This utility can be
determined by culture, social pressures, and personal experience in addition to the
consumption of the good itself. Because economics cannot quantify these other factors
easily, they choose to narrow their focus to such quantifiable variables as income or
amount of food bought. To measure these variables, it assumes other things are equal.
HP, what is this principle, Latin for "other things being equal "?
.
\CETERISPARIBUS\
2. Born in 1946 in Calabria, Italy, his mother owned a dressmaking store. After learning
the trade from her and working at other firms, he established his own business in 1978
with siblings Santo and Donatella. HP, name the man and you will name his brand of
clothing accessories and successful chain 138 boutiques.
\Gianni VERSA CE\
3. In 1993, Arcangues, a 100-1 shot, won the Breeder's Cup Classic. Almost 150 years
earlier, James K. Polk of Kentucky ran for and won the nomination of the Democratic
Party, then went on to defeat Henry Clay on an expansionist platform. HP, what term,
meaning an unknown competitor who unexpectedly wins, applies to both?
\DARK HORSE\
4. In the ancient pantheon, he once was a minor figure. Originally, he was just an
agriculture and vegetation deity, which is reflected in his symbol the spade, the marru. He
owed his prominence to Babylon's importance. He had fifty offcial names, one being Bel,
meaning lord. HP, who was this most powerful of all Babylonian gods?
\MARDUK\
5. Born in 1902 near Frankfurt, he decided after high school to become an artist. After
several years of training, he recei ved and accepted ap. invi tation to teach art at a small
private school in Vienna, one of whose founders was Anna Freud. Through her
encouragement, he began studying at the Vienna Psychoanalytic Society. He also studied
the Montessori Method of eductaion. In 1933, he moved to the US, where he became the
first child psychologist in Boston. He worked at Harvard and Yale, and studied Sioux
children on a South Dakota reservation. After that, he came to Berkeley and was associated
with the Institute of Child Welfare. After many years of observting children in different
settings, he published "Childhood and Society" in 1963. HP, name this PulitzerPrize
winner and promient psychologist known from his ideas on childhood, adolescence, and
identity.
\Erik ERIKSON\
6. He is the only graduate of Cornell to become president, that is, president of any country.
Mayor of Tapei, then vice-president of Taiwan, he succeeded to the presidency in 1988,
becoming the first native-born Taiwanese to do so. HP, name this national leader who
caused the Beijing government to protest when he visited his alma mater this past June.
\LEETUNG-HUI\

7. "Under a blazing midafternoon summer sky, we see the Seine flooded with sunshine,
smart town houses on the opposite bank, and small steamboats, sailboats, and a skiff
moving up and down the river. Under the trees closer to us many people are strolling,
others are sitting or stretched out lazily on the bluish grass. A few are fishing. There are
young ladies, a nursemaid, a Dantesque old grandmother under a parasol, a sprawled-out
boatman smoking his pipe, the lower part of his trousers completely devoured by the
implacable sunlight. A dark-colored dog of no particular breed is sniffing around, a rustcolored butterfly hovers in mid-air, ayoung mother is strolling with her little girl dressed in
white with a salmon covered sash, two budding young Army officers from Saint-Cyr are
walking by the water. Of the young ladies, one of them is making a bouquet, another is a
girl with red hair in a blue dress. We see a married couple carrying a baby, and, at the
extreme a scandalously hieractic-Iooking couple, a young dandy with a rather excessively
elegant lady on his arm who has a yellow, purple, and ultramarine monkey on a leash."
This descripton was written Jules Christophe withhelp from the aritst himself. FrP, name
this post- yet anti-Impressionist painting, finished in 1886 by Georges Seurat.
\SUNDAY AFfERNOON ON THE ISLAND OF LA GRANDEJETTE\
8. All togas were white, but this particular toga was gleaming white. In fact, the phrase
literally means "white toga". FTP, what is the type of toga worn by candidates for public
office?
\toga CANDIDA \

9. At the age of 19, George Gordon, Lord Byron published his first collection of poetry,
titled Hours of Idleness. The Edinburgh Review gave it two thumbs down. Stung by the
bad reception, Byron addressed this slight two years later in a vicious satire called FrP
what?
\"ENGLISH BARDS AND SCarCH REVIEWERS "\
10. In Morte D'arthur, one knight said of him, "He weeneth no knight so good as he, and
the contrary is oftime prove. "Who is this brave but haughty knight, son of Sir Ector and
seneschal of Arthur's kingdom?
\SirKAY\
11. It's a way to get to the midnight basketball game, walk to the corner grocery store, bike
to the pocket parks, or play sidewalk games without fear of crime or violence. It is an inner
city greenway, and it works. FrP, name this concept of abetter lighted, safer, and
aesthetically enhanced designated route between people and places.
'SAFEWALK\
12. John Keble, Hurrell Froude, Edward Pusey, and John Henry Newman led this
movement, which promoted High Church ideals and actively attacked clergymen who did
not. Their main approach was through pamphlet series "Tracts of the Times", and for this
they were called Tractarians. It suffered the early death of Froude in 1836, and the
conversion of Newman to the Roman Catholic Church nine years later. FTP, name this
movement which worked for the renewal of catholic thought within the Church of England,
associated with the university where it was centered.
\OXFORD Movement\
13. Turning into pure energy when met with an electron, they were discovered in 1932 by
Carl DavidAnderson while studying cloud chamber photographs of cosmic rays. FrP,
name the first of the antiparticles to be predicted and diss;overed.
\POSITRON\

14. One of the most successful and acclaimed movie makers of his time, he directed such
critical and popular hits as Executive Suite, The Sand Pebbles, and The Andromeda Strain.
He was involved with two incredibly ambitious projects, as a young film editor for Citizen
Kane, and the veteran who eventually took the helm of Star Trek: The Motion Picture. But
he is best known for the musical pictures for which he won two Academy A wards , West
Side Story and The Sound of Music.
\Robert WISE\
15. "You called and cried out and shattered my deafness. You were radiant and
resplendent, you put to flight my blindness. You were fragrant, and I drew in my breath
and now pant after you. I tasted you, and I feel but hungre and thrist for you. You touched
me, and I am set on fire to attain the peace which is yours." St. Augustine addresses God
in this way in FfP, what work?
\CONFESSIONS\
16. Born in 1947, she joined the Economic and Social Committee of the EC in 1971,
working on social, environmental and women's polcies. During the 70's she became active
in the European women's, peace, and anti-nuclear movements. In 1979 she helped found
the Green Party in West Germany, and in 1983 became one of the first Greens elected to
the Bundestag. FfP, name this political and social activist who committed suicide in 1993.
\PetraKELLY\
17. Two answers required: Blue Moon, Sweet Jane, and I'm So Lonesome I could Cry are
three songs covered by what Canadian group, on what album?
\COWBOY JUNKIES, "THE lRINlTY SESSION"\
18. Born in England, at 20 he rivaled the great Edmund Kean as a Shakespearan actor. He
was able to reflect the nuances which eluded many of his overacting contemporaries, but
the role could consume him as well. He took to an extreme the total identifcation with the
role, later associated with the Stanislavsky technique. As Othello, other actors had to pull
him away from trying to suffocate Desdemona, for fear he would actually do it. While
playing Richard III, he sometimes inflicted real wounds. Even off the stage, he would walk
the streets as Shylock, flinging coins to people who paraded after him. This intermingling
of art and life contributed to admirer Walk Whitman's Leaves of Grass, but also tothe
assasination of Abraham Lincoln. FfP, name this first great American actor, father of
Edwin and John Wilkes.
\JUNIUS Brutus BOOfH\
19. Born in 1935, he was a psychiatric social worker before being elected to Congress in
1970. Now one of the ranking Democrats of the House, he ran unopposed in 1994. FfP,
name this Representative from California's Ninth District.
\Ron DELLUMS\
20. In Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, the role of Richard the Lion-Hearted was played by
Sean Connery, but fifteen years earlier he actually played the hero who took from the rich
and gave to the poor. FfP, name this film, also starring Audrey Hepburn, that catches up
to the two in their later, middle-aged years.
\ROBIN AND MARIAN\

